Ephs Out Loud Family Concert

Saturday, March 4, 2017
2pm, Chapin Hall, Williamstown MA

In partnership with the Berkshire Symphony, the Williams College Choirs and Kids 4 Harmony

**Program:**

*Can-Can* by Jacques Offenbach
Performed by the students of Kids 4 Harmony

Excerpts from *The Planets* by Gustav Holst
Performed by the Berkshire Symphony and the Kids 4 Harmony Elayne P. Bernstein Octet
with Scott Daniel ‘17 as host and Thomas Robertshaw ‘19 as Gustav Holst.
Featuring artwork by the students of Greylock, Williamstown, and Brayton Elementary Schools, and Kids 4 Harmony

*Mars, the Bringer of War*

*Jupiter, the Bringer of Jollity*

*Saturn, the Bringer of Old Age*

“Our Song”
Performed by the students of Kids 4 Harmony and the Berkshire Symphony
### Berkshire Symphony
Ronald Feldman, director

#### Violin 1
- Joanna Kurkowicz
- Scott Daniel ‘17
- Adrienne Banks ‘20
- Sarah Briggs
- Melanie Dexter
- Neff Pearson
- Daniel Yu ‘20
- Sophie Lu ‘19
- Teresa Yu ‘20

#### Violin 2
- Joana Genova, principal
- Andrea Alvarez ‘20
- Ouisa Fohrhaltz
- Hannah Goodrick ‘18
- Joseph Jewett
- Ben Mygatt ‘20
- Louisa Nyhus ‘20
- Cindy Ogulnick
- Abigail Soloway ‘18
- Kaori Watsiyama Shulman
- Harriet Wellther
- Kevin Zhou ‘20

#### Viola
- James Bergin, principal
- Mercer Greenwald
- Catherine Hall-Schor
- Hye Jung Kim ‘19
- Bing Liu
- Ahna Pearson ‘20
- Delaney Smith ‘18
- Dawn Wu ‘18
- Sophie Wunderlich ‘18

#### Cello
- Nathaniel Parke, principal
- David Han ‘19
- Richard Mickey
- Perri Morris
- Andrew Rim ‘20

#### Bass
- Robert Zimmerman, principal
- Harrison Dilthey
- Steve Moran
- Patrick O’Connell

#### Flute
- Tiffany Sun ‘18
- Grace Fan ‘19
- Adrienne Joe ‘20
- Calvin Ludwig ‘18

#### Oboe
- Carl Jenkins, principal
- Abe Steinberger ‘20
- Angela Yoon ‘20

#### Clarinet
- Paul Green, principal
- Phoebe Huang ‘18
- Wei Luo ‘18

#### Bassoon
- Stephen Walt, principal
- Sofie Netteberg ‘20
- Nathaniel Vilas ‘17

#### Contrabassoon
- William Stoll

#### Horn
- Victor Sungarian, principal
- Annie Kang ‘20
- Jessica Lascoe
- Paige McGrath

#### Trumpet
- David Wharton, principal
- Seth Bailey
- Leonard Bopp ‘19
- Eric Hirsch ‘19

#### Trombone
- Wesley Hopper, principal
- Greg Spiridopoulos

#### Bass Trombone
- John Wheeler, principal

#### Tenor Tuba
- Demondrae Thurman

#### Tuba
- John Bottomly, principal

#### Timpani
- Jay Sager, principal
- Peter Coutsourdis

#### Percussion
- Kendell Bazinet ‘18
- Tiffany Tien ‘20
- Daniel Wolfe

#### Celesta
- Alan Zhang ‘18

#### Harp
- Elizabeth Morse, principal
- Anna DeLoi ‘18
- Olivia Tse ‘19

#### Stage and Orchestra Manager
- Jeffrey Miller

---

### Kids 4 Harmony North Adams Performers

#### Violin
- Christopher Hall
- Gregory Hall
- Zakiya Hawkins
- Zaida Kenner
- Marc Layme
- Kaylee Lescarbeau
- Johnathon Miranda
- Courtney Pontier
- Ariana Rivard
- Hannah Senay

#### Cello
- Geivens Dextra
- Jerdrie Jean Louis
- Leila Paredes
- Tianna Houle
- Johan Serrano
- Hannah Beckington
- Gerdrose Jean Louis
- Heather Cruz
**Kids 4 Harmony**

Berkshire Children and Families' Kids 4 Harmony is inspired by Venezuela’s El Sistema: an intensive, values driven, ensemble-based approach to teaching classical music to effect social change. Students are welcomed into a world of opportunity. Families bond with one another – creating the social network of support that every family needs, and the community surrounding them gains strength and pride through the musical excellence of the children. Kids 4 Harmony is offered in North Adams at Brayton Elementary School and in Pittsfield at Morningside Community School.

Please contact us for more information.

www.berkshirechildren.org
413-448-8281

---

**Ephs Out Loud**

*Ephs Out Loud* is a student-led initiative, sponsored by the Williams College Music Department and designed to promote community engagement and collaboration through music. *Ephs Out Loud* provides opportunities for Williams students to in programs including community-based performances and workshops, educational programs at local schools, and collaborations with Williams groups and community partners.
Our Song

lyrics by Anna DeLoi

When I’m scared, when I’m feeling all alone
when nighttime seems so long,
I look up at the stars and listen for
the echo of our song.

From the mountains, and the valleys,
from the cities ‘round the world,
El Sistema sings proudly to
make our music heard.

Though I’m small, underneath an endless sky
I know that I belong,
like one star in a constellation shines my
voice within our song.

From the mountains, and the valleys,
from the cities ‘round the world,
El Sistema sings with me to
make our voices heard.

When the sun rises and the earth is warm,
when darkness turns to dawn,
all our voices can fill the universe and
music is our song.

Special Thanks:
Professor Marjorie Hirsch and the Department of Music; Jeff Miller, Stage and Orchestra Manager; Jonathan Myers, Concert and Event Coordinator; the student stage managers; Harry van Baaren, poster design; Paula Consolini, Kaatje White, Molly Polk, and the Center for Learning in Action; Office of Communications; Dean of Faculty’s Office; Provost’s Office; Community Relations; Carrie Green; Phil Remillard; Ephs Out Loud; Berkshire Children and Family’s Kids 4 Harmony; the music teachers and administrators at Greylock Elementary, Williamstown Elementary, and Brayton Elementary 21st Century Afterschool Program, Courtney Clark, Dan Czernecki, recording engineer.